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Subject: RFI Response: Na-onal Ar-ficial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan

From: Aus-n Carson

Thank you for the opportunity for NVIDIA to provide input on revisions to the 2016 Na-onal Ar-ficial Intelligence
Research and Development Strategic Plan.
 
Strategy 1: Make long-term investments in AI research.
 
Private industry is making significant investments in commercially applicable AI research, according to the Na-onal
Science Founda-on (NSF). However, the aggregate R&D investment of the United States is leveling off, with China
expected to surpass it by 2020. The President’s budget makes a laudable investment in ar-ficial intelligence. Further
investment into new techniques for unstructured data, compu-ng infrastructure – par-cularly for colleges and
universi-es – and expanding access to AI would have a mul-plying effect on private investment, improving the
trajectory laid out by the NSF and maintaining U.S. leadership in the compe--ve interna-onal environment. 
 
AI development requires massive, labeled data sets and the exper-se to architect a neural network effec-ve at
processing them. Focusing research on unsupervised or weakly supervised techniques will open up a new universe of
data with which companies and ins-tu-ons of higher learning can par-cipate in AI R&D. However, exis-ng methods
that automa-cally choose the appropriate neural network structure, such as meta-learning, s-ll require exper-se in
the field, along with an order of magnitude higher compu-ng power for what is already a compute-intensive task.
 
America's strength in AI comes from its colleges and universi-es that built today's AI technologies. With access to the
infrastructure to apply AI, they will further advance what AI can do for this country and economy. Simply put,
investments into their compu-ng capacity are cri-cal. The vast number of academic research computers are three to
five years old and incapable of modern AI development. They need the funding to modernize. NVIDIA provides
grants, compute, and expert assistance to universi-es, but the private sector cannot keep up with the need.
 
Addi-onally, research into technologies that lower the barrier to entry for applying AI will further increase university
AI development, and open up new segments of private sector par-cipa-on in AI. Through the NVIDIA Incep-on
program, we support approximately 1,000 startups across the U.S. with resources to implement AI. These companies,
however, already possess a sufficient degree of technical exper-se and are opera-ng within known ver-cals. With
investments aimed at expanding the universe of AI applica-ons and the ease of applying them, more small
businesses and startups can create disrup-ve innova-ons that have historically driven the larger economy. 

For more founda-onal ques-ons, large-scale incen-ve efforts such as DARPA’s AI NEXT program are effec-ve and
should be expanded. Increasing these programs will allow the U.S. to stay on the cuang edge of fundamental AI
research in a sustained manner.
 
Strategy 5: Develop shared public data sets and environments for AI training and tesOng.
 
The federal government possesses the largest domes-cally available data sets, but most are unlabeled, unreadable
by machines, or proprietary. A first step would be disclosure of what data sets are available so that private exper-se
can assist in priori-zing migra-on to an accessible form, cleaning, and structuring. Releasing exis-ng data sets that
are known to be valuable should also be a top priority.
 
For informa-on that cannot be shared externally for privacy or security reasons, crea-ng testbeds should remain a
focus as suggested in the 2016 plan. Progress made on that front should be accelerated to ensure that other
countries with more ac-onable data do not surpass the U.S. Tes-ng within a sandbox will demonstrate the poten-al
outcomes from AI implementa-on in the federal government, as well as new avenues for private sector efficiency. 
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Public environments for research and development, whether it be on-premises GPU clusters or cloud accessible, will
allow more universi-es to conduct groundbreaking research. These environments could also be leveraged for private
companies that lack the necessary compute to develop AI applica-ons. The U.S. is making important investments in
supercompu-ng, such as with Summit, the NVIDIA-powered fastest supercomputer in the world, but current efforts
are not general-purpose and accessible enough to support the needs of all interested research ins-tu-ons and
companies. In Japan, the AI Bridging Cloud Infrastructure (ABCI) at the University of Tokyo meets those qualifica-ons
and is designed to propel a broad range of AI applica-ons. The U.S. would benefit from similar shared compu-ng
ini-a-ves. 

Strategy 7: BeQer understand the naOonal AI R&D workforce needs.

Compe--on within private industry for AI researchers is fierce. According to Element AI, there are at most 90,000
people in the world with the right skill sets. The federal government should engage with industry on their experience
afrac-ng experts. 

Finding or training engineers is similarly challenging, and industry models could be helpful as the U.S. evaluates its
talent acquisi-on, upskilling, and early educa-on efforts. For instance, NVIDIA’s Deep Learning Ins-tute is leading a
grand ini-a-ve to train the next genera-on of scien-sts and technical experts. NVIDIA also engages in K-12, gap year,
university, and post-grad programs to encourage students across the educa-on system to specialize in AI and help
them develop skill sets. We have global engagements with the top 10 AI research laboratories (Pioneers of AI
program) and government agencies, e.g. the Na-onal Ins-tutes of Health. Many of these programs have insights
transferrable to federal considera-ons.
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